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5.2 Implementing a Business Object—Fundamentals

In a multiuser IT system, many users can simultaneously read the contents of business objects. However, for changes to the dataset, you must ensure that only one user at a time can change a particular object’s content consistently. For this purpose, content is managed in a transaction. Transactions process data compliant with the ACID principles (atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability) over multiple user interaction steps.

5.2.1 Transaction

A transaction consists of two phases: During the interaction phase, data is retrieved and entered, and actions are executed on the business object. In the save phase, the system performs last determinations and checks and writes the changed data to the database.

Interaction phase

Figure 5.1 shows the process flow of user activities that are triggered in the interaction phase. If the UI triggers a query, the data is read directly from the database and search engine. For a retrieve operation, the business object buffer is checked first, before data is retrieved from the database and search engine.
If data is changed via an action triggered by the UI, the business object framework acquires a lock for the business object instance, and the AfterModify and/or the action coding is processed. The AfterModify event is processed after an action if the coding of the action changed data of the business object. If data is changed on the UI and an action is triggered, the AfterModify event is called before and after the action coding.

![Sequence Diagram for a Transaction, Part 1: Interaction Phase](image)

Figure 5.1 Sequence Diagram for a Transaction, Part 1: Interaction Phase

Figure 5.2 shows the save phase of a transaction’s lifecycle. In the Before-Save event, business objects can still call other services that may change the state.

The CheckBeforeSave event performs all checks required to ensure data consistency from the business point of view. At this point in the save phase, to ensure a consistent view for all checks, no further changes are allowed. The service provider can either accept or reject the request. The result of CheckBeforeSave is that either all changes are released, which
allows them to be written to the database, or the save process is interrupted. If any check is unsuccessful, the entire save process is stopped and error handling is started. However, an error does not abort the transaction. The business object framework sets the transaction back into a state in which user interaction can be accepted once again.

We recommend using the option to stop the save sequence with care and only in cases of a severe inconsistency. Instead, a business object should be saved even in an inconsistent, draft, or “prima nota” status.

---

**Figure 5.2** Sequence Diagram for a Transaction, Part 2: Save Phase

**Events**

The business object framework provides the following events that can be implemented with script coding:

- **Determination event AfterModify**
  
  This event is executed whenever a consumer call or an action modifies a business object, in particular, if a business object node is created, updated, or deleted. In this event determination logic is imple-
mented, for example, the calculation of default values and consistency checks.

- **Action event**
  For each application-specific action an event is provided for the implementation of action-specific validations (action precondition) and result determination.

- **Determination event BeforeSave**
  This event is executed whenever a consumer calls the save operation of a business object. In this event determination logic can be implemented before the business object is saved on the database. In this event modifications to the own business object and to other business objects are possible.

- **Validation event CheckBeforeSave**
  This event is executed as part of the save sequence after the BeforeSave determination event and before the business objects are saved on the database. In this event validation logic can be processed and the save sequence can be stopped and messages can be raised. The CheckBeforeSave event is not released for business objects created with SAP Business ByDesign studio in version 3.0.

It is possible to enable script files for mass-processing. For mass-enabled script files the `this` operator represents a collection of business object node references. The decision about if a script file will be mass-enabled has to be made when the script file is created. To create a mass-enabled script file the mass-enabled indicator has to be set in the script file creation dialog. This indicator can only be set during the creation of the script file; later on this decision cannot be changed.

### 5.2.2 Locks

**Locks** are required to ensure that only one user at a time can change a particular objects’ content consistently.

To book a vacation, you must check that all necessary components are available: flights, hotels, bus or boat transfers, and so on. The “all or nothing” principle applies: If no flights are available, you will not need a hotel room and so on. Since you usually check the availability of the various components one after the other, you want to be certain that
another user doesn’t change any of the items in the sequence before the entire booking is completed.

**Database locks**
When we are talking about transactions and locks in this section, we refer to transactions and locks that are managed by the business object engine of SAP Business ByDesign. The database system also manages transactions and locks, but these are only used during a very short time frame when the business object engine saves the business object changes on the database in the save phase. Database locks are never used to lock objects through several user interaction steps.

**Application locks**
To lock business object instances through several user transaction steps, the business object engine of SAP Business ByDesign manages locks using a central lock server (also called enqueue server) that serves lock requests for all application servers.

**Rules for transaction and lock handling**

- Queries are always directly served by the database and search engine. Changes that are made on the business object buffer are not reflected in the result of a query. This rule applies not only for different transactions, but also within a transaction.

- Object-based navigation opens a new transaction. Data that has not been saved on the database is not visible in the new transaction. In the site reservation example, a sales order is created when the site reservation is released. If you open the sales order link without saving the site reservation first, the newly created sales order is not found; the sales order UI will not terminate but will be empty. You can avoid this behavior, which users might recognize as an error: Using frontend scripting in the UI allows you to dynamically deactivate the link if the site reservation is not saved.

- The lock behavior is determined by the UI:
  - The default lock behavior for UIs is the optimistic locking. Objects are locked as soon as the first round-trip with changed data is processed. Opening an object in edit mode does not lock an object. If you open a site reservation by clicking **Edit** on the object work list, it is not yet locked. If you or a second user opens the same reservation and changes data, the lock will be granted to the second transaction. If you as the first user, having opened the site
reservation without changing it, try to change the object now, the lock handler raises an error.

- You can also set the lock behavior in the UI (property LockBehavior of a data list) to “exclusive.” In this case, the lock will be set as soon as the object is read the first time.
- If the lock behavior in the UI is set to “read-only,” no change locks are set and therefore no change operations can be performed.
- Locks are set on the object level. If a site reservation is locked, you cannot add a new instance of the subnode Additional Services from another transaction. There are some exceptions to this rule for SAP-delivered business objects.

5.3 **Implementing a Business Object—Example**

This section explains how to implement the event coding for a business object for the site management example.

5.3.1 **Event: AfterModify**

Let’s have a look at the AfterModify event of the Site Reservation business object:

```java
import ABSL;
// initialization sequence
if (this.ReleaseStatusCode.IsInitial()) {
    this.ReleaseStatusCode = "1";
    this.SalesProcessingStatusCode = "1";
    if (this.OriginSiteReservationID.IsInitial()) {
        // (1) normal creation (no copy)
        this.ArrivalDate = Context.GetCurrentUserDate();
        this.DepartureDate = this.ArrivalDate.AddDuration(Duration.ParseFromString("P1D"));
    } else {
        // (2) Copy
        this.Copy();
    }
}
```
// (3) call check action
this.Check();
// (4) update sales order
if ( this.ConsistencyStatusCode == "3" &&
    this.SalesProcessingStatusCode == "2" ||
    this.SalesProcessingStatusCode == "5" )
{
    this. MaintainSalesOrder();
}
// (5) set name
this.Name = "Reservation: ".
    Concatenate(this.ArrivalDate.ToString());
if ( this.ToAccount.IsSet() )
{
    this.Name = this.Name.Concatenate(this.ToAccount.
        CurrentCommon.BusinessPartnerFormattedName);
}
// (6) set UI status
switch (this.ReleaseStatusCode) {
    case "1" {
        switch (this.ConsistencyStatusCode) {
            case "2" {this.SiteResStatusCode.content = "1"; }
            case "3" {this.SiteResStatusCode.content = "2"; }
            default {}
        }
    }
    case "3" {
        < ... >
    }
    case "5" {this.SiteResStatusCode.content = "9"; }
    default {}
}

Listing 5.8 Implementation of the AfterModify Event (Excerpt)

The coding starts with the import of the namespaces of the SAP Business
ByDesign Scripting Language tools library (import ABSL).

The next coding part is the initialization sequence. It starts with the
statement if (this.ReleaseStatusCode.IsInitial()) and continues
with statements for setting the default values for the status variables.

Copy sequence In Section 4.5.3, "Configuring a Create With Reference Scenario," we
describe the implementation the UI part of the copy use case. For a
copy, the element OriginSiteReservationID is filled. The statement if (
this.OriginSiteReservationID.IsInitial() checks if OriginSiteReservationID is filled. If this is the case, the coding continues with the else statement, followed by the execution of the Copy action in the Site Reservation business object ②.

If OriginSiteReservationID is not filled, the coding continues with the regular initialization sequence ① and sets default values for arrival and departure date.

After the initialization sequence, the coding calls the Check action ③. It is assumed that every business object has a basic set of checks. During modify, all “local” checks are performed on the nodes that are changed or change as a side effect. However, checks that are performance critical are usually not performed in this event. These checks are usually performed in a separate Check action, for example, before an object is released. In our example, we do not distinguish between performance-critical and non-critical checks. The Check action is executed in every AfterModify event.

If the site reservation is consistent and the sales process is in process or interrupted, the sales order is updated ④.

The next coding block ⑤ sets the name of the site reservation. The last part of the coding ⑥ determines the SiteReservationStatus (also introduced as UI status in Section 3.5.2; see also Table 3.1).

### Before Image

The implementation of the AfterModify event as presented in Listing 5.8 has two disadvantages:

- “Expensive” activities, such as the Check action and the update of the sales order (MaintainSalesOrder action) are executed even if the relevant input data did not change. This may lead to a performance impact.
- The business object itself cannot reject input data, such as a change of the arrival and departure date after the confirmation of the reservation.

To overcome these disadvantages, you may implement a before image of the site reservation. In the current version of SAP Business ByDesign studio, this is not a supported feature. Therefore, you have to implement it using the following workaround:
5.3.2 Action: Check

The following listing shows the implementation of the Check action.

```javascript
import ABSL;
import AP.FO.BusinessPartner.Global;
var qySiteRes = SiteReservation.QueryByElements;
var selParSiteRes = qySiteRes.CreateSelectionParams();
var found;
var customer;
// (1) set default: consistency status = Consistent (3)
this.ConsistencyStatusCode = "3";
// (2) check date
if ( this.ArrivalDate.IsInitial() ||
    this.ArrivalDate.IsInitial() ||
    this.ArrivalDate.GreaterEquals(this.DepartureDate) ) {
    this.ConsistencyStatusCode = "2";
    raise NoValidPeriod.Create("E");
}
// (3) check site
if ( !this.ToSite.IsSet() ) {
    this.ToSite.Reset();
    this.ConsistencyStatusCode = "2";
    raise NoValidSite.Create("E");
}
// (4) map & check account
if ( !this.MaintenanceIndicator ) {
```
found = false;
if (this.AccountID != "") {
    customer = Customer.Retrieve(this.AccountID);
    if (customer.IsSet()) {
        this.ToAccount = customer; found = true;
    } else {
        this.ToAccount.Reset(); found = false;
    }
} else {
    this.ToAccount.Reset();
}
if (this.AccountID == "" || !found) {
    this.ConsistencyStatusCode = "2";
    raise NoValidAccount.Create("E");
    this.AccountID = "";
}
// (5) check site availability
if (this.ConsistencyStatusCode == "3") {
    selParSiteRes.Add(qySiteRes.ToSite, this.ToSite);
    selParSiteRes.Add(qySiteRes.ReleaseStatusCode, "I", "EQ", "3");
    selParSiteRes.Add(qySiteRes.ArrivalDate, "E", "GE", this.DepartureDate);
    selParSiteRes.Add(qySiteRes.DepartureDate, "E", "LE", this.ArrivalDate);
    selParSiteRes.Add(qySiteRes.ID, "E", "EQ", this.ID);
    if (qySiteRes.Execute(selParSiteRes).Count() > 0) {
        this.ConsistencyStatusCode = "2";
        raise SiteAlreadyReserved.Create("E");
    }
}

Listing 5.9 Implementation of the Check Action (Excerpt)

The coding starts with imports of the namespaces of the SAP Business
ByDesign Scripting Language tools library (import ABSL) and of the SAP
business partner and identity management. The next lines are defini-
tions of the required variables.
In section 1, the consistency status is set to "Consistent (3)." If inconsistent behavior of the business object instance is detected by the subsequent coding, the value will change to "Inconsistent (2)."

Check of arrival and departure data
The next part of the coding 2 checks if arrival and departure data are entered correctly.

Site ID check
The following coding block 3 is the ID check for the site. The business object Site exposes a human-readable ID as an alternative key. This means the association to the site can be set directly by the consumer, by exposing the element SAP_ToSite as an input field on the UI. The validation of the input is done by the statement if (this.ToSite.IsSet()). This statement checks if a site with the ID that has been specified in the input field really exists. If not, the association ToSite is cleared and a message is raised.

Account ID check
The next coding block 4 is the ID mapping and check for the account. Please look at the differences between this coding block and the previous check for the site: The human-readable ID of the Customer business object (InternalID) is not exposed as a stable alternative key, so it cannot be used to define the association directly. Instead, a separate element (AccountID) is used as an input field on the UI that contains the human-readable ID of the account. In the coding the input needs to be verified. For this purpose, a Retrieve is performed. If a result is found, the association to the respective instance of the customer business object is set. If no matching customer is found, the element AccountID is cleared and a message is raised.

Site Availability Check
The last coding block 5 checks if a selected site is actually free. The coding is very similar to the coding used in the action GetAvailableSites. We will explain this coding in the section on this action below (see Section 5.3.5, "Status Action: Start Sales Processing").

5.3.3 Action: Copy
The copy action performs a Retrieve operation to read the origin site reservation and copies the account ID and arrival date and time to the new site reservation:

```javascript
var originSiteRes = 
    SiteReservation.Retrieve(this.OriginSiteReservationID);
```
if (originSiteRes.IsSet()) {
    this.AccountID = originSiteRes.AccountID;
    this.ArrivalDate = originSiteRes.ArrivalDate;
    this.DepartureDate = originSiteRes.DepartureDate;
}
else {
    // code block: error handling
    <...>
}

Listing 5.10 Implementation of the Copy Action (Excerpt)

5.3.4 Status Action: Release

The implementation of an action consist of two parts: The first part checks the preconditions of the action. If the preconditions are not met, the second part, which contains the execution of the action, is skipped.

The implementation of the Release action of the Site Reservation business object is very simple. It looks like:

```javascript
var preconditionOkay = false;
// (1) check precondition
if ( this.ConsistencyStatusCode == "3" &&
    this.ReleaseStatusCode == "1" ){
    preconditionOkay = true;
}
if ( preconditionOkay ) {
    // (2) execute action
    this.ReleaseStatusCode = "3"; // Released
}
else {
    // (3) raise messages
    if ( this.ConsistencyStatusCode != "3" ) {
        this.Check();
    }
    if ( this.ReleaseStatusCode != "1" ) {
        raise ReservationAlreadyReleased.Create("E");
    }
}
```

Listing 5.11 Implementation of the Release Action
The precondition check ① evaluates the values of the consistency and the release status as defined in the status and action model (Chapter 3, Figure 3.5). In the second (execution) part ②, the release status is set to “Released (3).” If the precondition is not fulfilled, appropriate error messages have to be raised. If the site reservation is not consistent, the easiest solution is to execute the Check action, which will raise the appropriate error message. If the release status is not “Released,” an appropriate message has to be defined.

5.3.5 Status Action: Start Sales Processing

The following listing shows the coding of the StartSalesProcessing action:

```javascript
var preconditionOkay = false;
// (1) check precondition
if ( this.SalesProcessingStatusCode == "1" &&
    this.ReleaseStatusCode == "3" ){
    preconditionOkay = true;
}
if ( preconditionOkay ) {
    // (2) execute action
    if ( this.MaintenanceIndicator == true ) {
        this.SalesProcessingStatusCode = "4"; // Not relevant
    }
    else {
        this.MaintainSalesOrder();
        if ( !this.ToSalesOrder.IsSet() ) {
            this.SalesProcessingStatusCode = "5"; //Interrupted
        }
        else {
            this.ToSalesOrder.Release();
            if ( this.ToSalesOrder.Status.ConsistencyStatusCode
                 != "3" ||
                 != "3" ) {
                this.SalesProcessingStatusCode = "5";
                        //Interrupted
            }
        }
    }
}
```
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this.SalesProcessingStatusCode = "2";
// In process
}
}
}
else {
    // (3) raise messages
    < ...>
}

Listing 5.12 Implementation of StartSalesProcessing Action

The action evaluates the preconditions as defined in the status and action model in Chapter 3, Figure 3.5.

If the preconditions are fulfilled, the action implementation checks if the reservation is made for site maintenance. If yes, it sets the sales processing status to "Not Relevant." No sales order is created in this case. If no, a sales order is created or updated by calling the MaintainSalesOrder action and released by calling the Release action on the Sales Order. If the creation and release is successful, the sales processing status is set to "In Process." If an error occurs, the status goes to "Interrupted."

If the preconditions are not fulfilled, error messages must be provided.

5.3.6 Status Action: Confirm Sales Processing

The following listing shows the ConfirmSalesProcessing action:

var preconditionOkay = false;
// (1) check precondition
if ( ( this.SalesProcessingStatusCode == "2" ||
      this.SalesProcessingStatusCode == "5" ) &&
      this.ReleaseStatusCode == "3"){
    preconditionOkay = true;
}
if ( preconditionOkay ) {
    // (2) execute action
    if ( !this.ToSalesOrder.IsSet() ) {
        this.SalesProcessingStatusCode = "5"; // Interrupted
    }
else {
    this.MaintainSalesOrder();
    this.ToSalesOrder.
        FinishFulfilmentProcessingOfAllItems();
    if ( this.ToSalesOrder.Status.ConsistencyStatusCode != "3" ||
        this.ToSalesOrder.Status.
            ItemListFulfilmentProcessingStatusCode != "3" ) {
        this.SalesProcessingStatusCode = "5":
            // Interrupted
    }
    else {
        this.SalesProcessingStatusCode = "3": // Finished
    }
}
if ( this.SalesProcessingStatusCode == "5" ) {
    raise SalesOrderCreationError.Create("E");
}
else {
    // (3) raise messages
    < ...>
}

Listing 5.13 Implementation of ConfirmSalesProcessing Action

The action implementation updates the sales order by calling the action
MaintainSalesOrder and calls the action FinishFulfilmentProcessing-
OfAllItems on the Sales Order. This action sets the fulfillment process-
ing status of all items in the sales order to “Finished.” If the processing
was successful, the sales processing status of the site reservation is set to
“Finished,” too. If an error occurs, the status is set to “Interrupted.”

In Section 3.5, “Defining Actions,” we have already differentiated
between requiring preconditions, enabling preconditions, and inhibit-
ing preconditions. The different preconditions can be translated into
coding using the following pattern:

var preconditionOkay = false;
// check precondition
if ( < requiring precondition 1 > &&
    < requiring precondition 2 > &&
    ...
    < requiring precondition n > &&
Listing 5.14 Implementation Pattern for Prerequisites

5.3.7 Action: GetAvailableSites

The actions GetAvailableSites, Pick, and MaintainSalesOrder are not related to the status and action model.

The action GetAvailableSites fills the node Available Site based on the arrival and departure date specified in the site reservation:

```javascript
import ABSL;
var allSites;
var reservations;
var newSite;
var qySiteRes = SiteReservation.QueryByElements;
var selParSiteRes = qySiteRes.CreateSelectionParams();
var found;

// (1) check date
if ( this.ArrivalDate.IsInitial() ||
    this.DepartureDate.IsInitial() ||
    this.ArrivalDate.GreaterEquals(this.DepartureDate) ) {
    raise NoValidPeriod.Create("E");
} else {

    // (2) delete AvailableSites nodes
    foreach ( site in this.AvailableSites ) {
        site.Delete();
    }

    // (3) get all sites
    allSites = Site.QueryByElements.Execute();

    // (4) get all reservations in booking period
    selParSiteRes.Add(qySiteRes.ReleaseStatusCode, "I", "EQ", "3");
}
```
Listing 5.15 Implementation of GetAvailableSites Action (Excerpt)

After checking the validity of the date period, the next coding block deletes the instances of the Available Site node.

The availability check follows. The first step of the availability check reads all sites into the variable allSites. The next step checks for released site reservations in the time period between the arrival and the departure date. If no reservation is found, the site is free and is added to the node Available Site.

### 5.3.8 Action: Pick

The Pick action, which is defined on the Available Site node, ensures the transfer of the ID of a selected site from the list of available sites to the root node of the site reservation. It consists of exactly one line:

```plaintext
this.ToParent.ToSite = this.ToAvailableSite;
```
This statement makes use of the `ToParent` association, which is implicitly defined on every subordinate node. It transfers the site that is selected from the Available Site node to the association `ToSite` on the root level of the Site Reservation.

### 5.3.9 Action: MaintainSalesOrder

The action `MaintainSalesOrder` is used to create or modify a sales order based on the data of the site reservation. The code consists of two branches: The first branch creates a sales order. The second branch is executed if a sales order is already associated; it ensures the update of the sales order.

```plaintext
import ABSL;
import AP.CRM.Global;
var elSO : elementsof SalesOrder;
var newSO;
var newSOItem;
var elSOItem : elementsof SalesOrder.Item;
var quantity;
// (1) check if consistent
if ( this.ConsistencyStatusCode == "3" &&
    ( this.SalesProcessingStatusCode == "1" ||
      this.SalesProcessingStatusCode == "2" ||
      this.SalesProcessingStatusCode == "5" ) &&
    !this.MaintenanceIndicator ) {
    // (2) check service product
    if ( this.ToSite.ToSiteCategory.IsSet() ) {
        if ( this.ToSite.ToSiteCategory.
            ToDefaultServiceProduct.IsSet() ){
            // (3) check if SO is already created
            if ( !this.ToSalesOrder.IsSet() ) {
                // (4) create sales order
                elSO.Name.content = this.Name;
                newSO = SalesOrder.Create(elSO);
                if ( newSO.IsSet() ) {
                    this.ToSalesOrder = newSO;
                    raise SalesOrderCreated.Create("S",
                        this.ToSalesOrder.ID);
                    // (5) party node is created automatically
                    // – maintain buyer party (account)
```
newSO.BuyerParty.PartyKey.PartyID.content = this.AccountID;

// (6) create item node, enter item product
e1SOItem.Description.content = "MAIN";
newSOItem = this.ToSalesOrder.Item.Create(e1SOItem);
newSOItem.ItemProduct.ProductKey.ProductID.content =
   this.ToSite.ToSiteCategory.
   ToDefaultServiceProduct.InternalID.content;

// (7) enter quantity
if (newSOItem.
    FirstRequestedItemScheduleLine.IsSet()) {
    quantity = Date.Delta(this.DepartureDate,
    this.ArrivalDate).ConvertToDays();
    newSOItem.FirstRequestedItemScheduleLine.
    Quantity.content = quantity;
}

// (8) enter service duration
if (newSOItem.ItemServiceTerms.IsSet()){
    newSOItem.ItemServiceTerms.
    ServicePlannedDuration = Duration.
    ParseFromString((quantity * 24).ToString());
}

}
}

else {
// (9) update existing sales order
<...>
}

// (10) check the sales order's consistency
if (this.ToSalesOrder.Status.ConsistencyStatusCode
    != "3") {
   raise SalesOrderCreationError.Create("E");
}
}

else {
// (11) raise error msg: no service product / resource
}
}

else {
// (12) raise error msg: site reservation not consistent
}

Listing 5.16 Implementation of the MaintainSalesOrder Action (Excerpt)
The initial if clause 1 checks the consistency and the sales processing status of the site reservation. If the object is not consistent or the sales processing is already completed, the remaining coding is not processed. It also checks 2 that the category of the selected site is set and has a service product and a resource assigned, which is required to fill the sales order, and that the site reservation is not created for maintenance purposes.

### Initial checks

The statement if (newSalesOrder.IsSet()) 3 opens the two branches (code blocks 4 and 9) for creation and update of the sales order. The creation of the sales order consists of five steps:

1. **Creation of the sales order** 4
   Before creating the sales order, we fill the structure eISO to hand over the name of the sales order in the Create operation.

2. **Enter account** 5
   On creation of the sales order, the service provider class of the Sales Order automatically creates subnodes, for example, the Party node. The account, which is called Buyer in the Sales Order, is entered into the Party node using the association BuyerParty (see also Section 3.8, “Example: Sales Order”).

3. **Create the Item node and enter service product** 6
   On creation of the Item node, the subnode Item Product is automatically created. The service product that is assigned to the site category of the selected site is entered into this node.

4. **Enter quantity** 7
   On creation of the Item node, the subnode Item Schedule Line is created. The association FirstRequestedItemScheduleLine is used to fill the quantity, which is calculated from the booking period.

---

**Note**

Please note that for a statement with chained associations (<...>.ToSite.ToSiteCategory.ToDefaultServiceProduct.<...>) you have to check the existence of the association at runtime on each level. If one of the associations is not set, the program will terminate. The IsSet method checks the existence of only the last association in the chain.

---

**Five steps of Sales Order creation**
5. **Enter service duration**

On creation of the Item node, the subnode Item Service Terms is automatically created. The service duration is entered into this node.

**Note**

You can see from this example that the business object service provider automatically creates subnode instances on creation of a super-ordinate node instance, in our example, the Party, the Item Product and the Item Schedule Line node. In this case you must not create these node instances with a Create operation—this would lead to a corrupt object. On the other hand, you need to check if the expected instance is really created using the IsSet operation on the association. In case of an error, the service provider may not create the subnode instance automatically. Accessing a nonexistent node instance from your coding will lead to a program termination.

**Sales Order update**

The update branch, which is not shown in the listing, consists of three steps:

1. **Synchronization of the account (buyer)**
   If the account changes in the site reservation, the buyer is changed in the sales order.

2. **Synchronization of the service product**
   If the site category and the related service product change in the site reservation, the service product is changed in the sales order.

3. **Synchronization of the quantity**
   If the booking period changes in the site reservation, the quantity is changed in the sales order.

Finally the action checks the consistency of the sales order. If the sales order is not consistent, the sales processing status is set to error status 5 (Interrupted) and messages are raised.

**Master Data Maintenance**

The creation and processing of a sales order requires only very few input data (account, product, and quantity). However, some master data are a prerequisite for the successful creation and processing of a sales order.

For the account, maintain the following data:
5.3.10 Event: BeforeSave

The BeforeSave event is processed as part of the save sequence that is triggered whenever a consumer of a business object calls the save operation. It allows modifications to business objects before the data are persisted on the database.

```plaintext
import ABSL;
import AP.PC.IdentityManagement.Global;
var identity;
var datetime;
// (1) delete AvailableSites nodes
foreach ( site in this.AvailableSites ) {
    site.Delete();
}
identity = Identity.Retrieve(Context.GetCurrentIdentityUUID());
datetime = Context.GetCurrentSystemDateTime().ConvertToGlobalDateTime();
```

For the service product, maintain the following data:

- Communication: Address (minimum required: country, zip code)
- Relationship: Employee Responsible
- Sales Data: Sales Organization with distribution channel, incoterms (e.g., Free on board), payment terms (e.g., Payable immediately due net), currency
- Financial Data: Company and Account Determination Group (Domestic, third party)

The booking period must be open (see work center General Ledger, function OPEN AND CLOSE BOOKING PERIODS).

The action FinishFulfilmentProcessingOfAllItems confirms the service delivery and starts the invoice processing. The sales order appears in the INVOICE REQUESTS view of the Customer Invoicing work center. A background job will automatically create an invoice. Alternatively, you can trigger the invoice in the INVOICE REQUESTS view manually.
if ( this.CreationDateTime.IsInitial() ) {
// (2) Creation date/time, user
this.CreationDateTime = datetime;
if ( identity.IsSet() ) {
    this.CreationIdentity = identity;
}
} else {
// (3) Last changed date, time, user
this.LastChangedDateTime = datetime;
if ( identity.IsSet() ) {
    this.ToLastChangedIdentity = identity;
}
}
if ( !identity.IsSet() ) {
    // error handling
}

Listing 5.17 Implementation of the BeforeSave Event (Excerpt)

The first code block 1 deletes the instances of the transient Available Site node.

The second and third coding blocks set the information about the creation date/time and user 2 or about the last changed date/time and user 3.

5.4 Recording and Evaluating a Trace

SAP Business ByDesign Scripting Language is supported by a trace that can help to analyze unexpected behavior in three situations:

- **Developer trace**
  You can start the trace as developer directly in SAP Business ByDesign studio for your development user.

- **Trace for a test user**
  You can start the trace as developer in SAP Business ByDesign studio for a test user (business user) who is logged on to the SAP Business ByDesign UI.

- **Incident trace**
  In a production system, a user can start a trace and attach it to an incident and send the incident to SAP. SAP will forward the trace file to
the add-on developer, who can analyze the trace file in SAP Business ByDesign studio.

The trace will help you to answer the following questions:

- **Has a particular script been executed at all, and have the scripts been executed in the expected order?**
  The trace automatically logs the execution of each script. This may be helpful, especially in case of nested action calls and when scripts on different nodes are involved in a round-trip.

- **What was the instance a script was executed on?**
  The trace logs the identifier (UUID) or—if available—the alternative key of the node that is represented by the *this* pointer in a script.

- **Which messages have been raised during execution?**
  Every message that is raised by a business object operation that is called during processing is logged. This is especially important when working with SAP business objects.

- **What was the result of a retrieve operation?**
  The trace logs the UUID or—if available—the alternative key of the result of a retrieve operation.

- **Which associations has the script accessed?**
  For every association that is accessed, the trace logs the identifier (UUID) or—if available—the alternative key of the accessed node.

- **What was the result of a query?**
  The number of records that were returned by a query execution is logged in the trace. This information gives you a hint that something might have gone wrong if you expect a result from the query and nothing was returned or if you expected exactly one result record, but many have been delivered.

All this information is automatically logged if the trace is started. But you can also add specific information, for example, the information that a certain branch in your coding is executed, or you can report the value of a variable. For this purpose, you can use the Trace class of the ABSL library:

```plaintext
import ABSL;
Trace.Error(“Creation failed”);
```
Trace.Error("Creation failed:", this.ID);
Trace.Info("Initialization of status elements");
Trace.Info("Amount =", this.Amount.Content.ToString());

The Trace class has two methods: the Error method reports an error to the trace; the Info method indicates information. In brackets, you can provide one or two arguments of type String.

### Data Volume of a Trace

Tracing can record a potentially large amount of information; therefore, we recommend activating traces for limited periods of time. Otherwise, the amount of data recorded by the trace may become unmanageable. Traces are automatically deactivated if they are left running.

#### Tutorial: Creating and analyzing a trace

To create a trace for your development user and to analyze the trace, proceed as follows:

1. Enable the Trace Explorer.
   - In the SAP Business ByDesign studio menu, select View • Toolbars • Trace Explorer. The Trace Explorer toolbar appears.
2. Activate the trace.
   - In the Trace Explorer toolbar, click Activate Trace. Execute the UI that you want to test.
3. Deactivate the trace.
   - In the Trace Explorer toolbar, click Deactivate Trace.
4. Open the Trace Explorer window.
   - In the Trace Explorer toolbar, click Show Trace Explorer. The Trace Explorer appears in the side window (see Figure 5.3).
5. Open a trace.
   - In the Trace Explorer window, navigate to the Local Traces tab, and click Refresh Traces. The list of traces that are available in the tenant is displayed, identified by the time the trace was started and the ID of the user executing the UI (see Figure 5.3). Select a trace and click Get Trace Details.
6. Analyze the sequence of events.
   - In the lower window of the Trace Explorer, labeled as Sequence Explorer in Figure 5.3, the sequence of the traversed events is displayed in a hierarchical tree. Figure 5.3 shows the sequence of the
Release action. In the first step of the sequence, the AfterModify event of the root node of the SiteReservation business object is triggered, because data has been modified in the UI. The second step is the StartSalesProcessing action that calls the MaintainSalesOrder action. Finally the AfterModify event is called again. A red alert icon indicates that an error occurred in the action.

7. Analyze the details of an event.

Click an event. The trace records and messages that have been logged during the execution of the event are displayed in the SEQUENCE DETAILS window. This window has two tabs, the TRACE DETAILS tab that shows the trace records and the MESSAGES tab that shows the messages. Figure 5.3 shows the trace details of the Check action (see Listing 5.9 in Section 5.3.2). The trace for this event has four entries. The first entry indicates the value of the this pointer (NUMBER column: 1). This entry is available for each event. The additional three entries show the result of the retrieve operation on the Customer business object (value 2 in the NUMBER column), the result of the retrieve by association to the Site business object (3), and the result of the query to the Site Reservation business object (4).

Figure 5.3 Trace Toolbar and Trace Explorer
Enable tracing for a business user

Tracing can be enabled for another business user. This can be necessary when a sequence should be traced for a user who has no access to SAP Business ByDesign studio but is used for testing the SAP Business ByDesign UI in the final work center. To enable the trace for another user, in the SAP Business ByDesign studio menu select \texttt{TOOLS \cdot OPTIONS \cdot SAP \cdot GENERAL}. Navigate to the \texttt{TRACING} tab. Enable the tracing for a business user by entering the business user's name.

5.5 Implementing a Number Range

Universally unique identifier

With many business objects, it is necessary to be able to directly access individual objects. You do this with a unique identifier. The business object engine automatically assigns a universally unique identifier (UUID) to every business object node. This UUID is used internally, for example, if you access a business object traversing an association or from a result set of a query. The computer provides the UUID directly based on data such as the serial number of the processor and a submicrosecond time stamp. The disadvantage of the UUID provisioning process is the hardly human-readable UUID; a UUID cannot be used for communication between people.

In many cases it is necessary to have a human-readable identifier for a business object. In some cases this identifier is expected to be entered manually by the users; in our example, this is the case for the Site business object. In other cases you can take over a human-readable ID from another business object. In a third case, you expect the system to provide a serial number as a human-readable ID.

Number range

Number ranges assign a serial number that forms a unique human-readable key, either alone or with supplementary information (such as an organization or a fiscal year). A number range assures that previously assigned numbers are not reissued. A number range contains a \texttt{number range interval} with a set of permitted characters. The number range interval is made up of numerical or alphanumeric characters and is limited by the \texttt{FROM-NUMBER} and \texttt{TO-NUMBER} fields.
A reuse service for number ranges is not supported in version FP3.0 of SAP Business ByDesign studio. The following workaround may be used. The implementation of a number range service consists of the following steps:

1. Define a new Number business object.
2. Implement the `GetNext` action and `BeforeSave` event of the Number object.
3. Implement the call to the Number object in the consumer business object.

For the definition of the Number business object, you may use the following coding:

```java
import AP.Common.GDT as apCommonGDT;

businessobject Number {
  [AlternativeKey] element RangeIntervalName : LANGUAGEINDEPENDENT_EXTENDED_Name;
  element NextNumberValue  : NumberValue;
  element NextID    : ID;
  element Changed   : Indicator;
  action GetNext;
}
```

**Listing 5.18** Definition of the Number Business Object

The business object definition consists of:

- **`RangeIntervalName` element**
  This element is a key of the business object. The Number business object supports multiple number range intervals. Usually, you will define one interval per business object, but it is also possible to share the same interval between different objects or to use multiple intervals for one business object, for example, by type, organization, or fiscal year. In the latter case, the key is the concatenation of the type, organization, or fiscal year and the number retrieved from the number range interval.

- **`NextNumberValue` element**
  This element represents the next free number in the interval.
NextID element
This element represents the next free number in the interval converted to an element of type ID.

Changed element
This is the indicator for internal processing (see explanation below).

GetNext action
This action increases the number range counter.

You can extend the Number business object, for example, by elements that define the first value in a number range, that define a prefix, and so on.

GetNext action
The following listing shows the implementation of the GetNext action of the Number business object:

```csharp
// Action: GetNext
import ABSL;
this.NextNumberValue = this.NextNumberValue + 1;
this.NextID = this.NextNumberValue.ToString();
```

Listing 5.19 Implementation of the GetNext Action of the Number Business Object

BeforeSave event
The following listing shows the implementation of the BeforeSave event of the Number business object:

```csharp
// Event: BeforeSave
this.Changed = false;
```

Listing 5.20 Implementation of the BeforeSave Event of the Number Business Object

Coding in the consumer business object
The following listings show the implementation of the BeforeSave event of the consumer business object, in our example the Site Reservation:

```csharp
var qyNumber = Number.QueryByElements;
var selParNumber = qyNumber.CreateSelectionParams();
var number;
var found = false;
// (1) check is ID is initial
if (this.ID.IsInitial()) {
  selParNumber.Add(qyNumber.RangeIntervalName, "I", "EQ", "SITERESERVATION");
  number = qyNumber.Execute(selParNumber).GetFirst();
```
if ( !number.IsSet() ) {
    // (2) number range interval does not exist -> create
    number = Number.Create();
    number.RangeIntervalName = "SITERESERVATION";
}
if ( number.IsSet() ) {
    // (3) number range interval exists -> check if locked
    number.Changed = true;
    this.Flush();
    if ( number.Changed ) {
        // (4) successful -> get new number
        number.GetNext();
        this.ID = number.NextID;
    } else {
        // (5) not successful -> raise message
        raise NumberRangeLocked.Create("E");
    }
} else {
    // (6) error message: No number range interval found
}

Listing 5.21 Implementation of the BeforeSave Event of the Consumer Business Object
(Site Reservation)

If the ID of the site reservation is initial (code block 1), a query is executed to retrieve the instance of the Number business object that represents the number range interval that belongs to the Site Reservation business object. If no interval is found 2, it is assumed that the number range interval is not yet created, and the program tries to create a new one.

If an interval is found, the program checks if the number range is locked 3. If so, it sets the Changed element to "true," triggers a flush to the Number business object, and checks if the Number business object has accepted the change. If this is the case, we can be sure that the Number business object is exclusively locked, and we can let the program get the next number and assign it to the ID of the Site Reservation business object 4. If the update of the Changed element is not successful, we can assume that the number range interval is locked by another session 5.
It is possible to implement the get number sequence either in the BeforeSave event or in the AfterModify event.

If you implement the get number sequence at the end of the BeforeSave event, it is very unlikely that a locking conflict occurs, because the time period between the lock acquisition in the BeforeSave event and the release of the lock after the physical save on the database is very short. We call this *late locking*. If you implement the get number sequence in the AfterModify event, the number range interval will be locked for other user sessions until the document is saved.

To complete the implementation of the number range, do not forget to set the ID field to read-only in the UI Designer to prevent a user from filling the ID manually.

### 5.6 Summary

With SAP Business ByDesign Scripting Language, you can implement business logic in business objects. It therefore refers to the global data type system and to the business object model of SAP Business ByDesign.

The “atoms” of the language are literals, local variables, and static or instance references to business objects. Path expressions explore the hierarchy of a business object model (including associations between business objects) or a structured data type. Based on these “atoms,” assignment operations, arithmetic, logical, and conditional operations can be defined. Control and loop statements are supported as well.

The generated service provider class provides common features of a business object, such as the management of the database tables (object-relationship mapping), locking and transaction handling, and main memory buffering. The following events can be used for implementing application-specific business logic:

- AfterModify event
- BeforeSave event
- Application-specific actions
SAP Business ByDesign scripting language provides tracing capabilities for error analysis. The tracing can be used in the development environment as well as in the production environment of a customer system.
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